In this paper we propose a new segmentation algorithm called Delta MFCC based Speech Segmentation (DMFCC-SS), with application to speaker recognition systems. We show that DMFCC-SS can separate the regions of speech that result from similar likelihood scores using models such as a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), and can therefore be used to identify the regions of speech between two transitional states in a speech signal. By combining this segmentation algorithm with the discriminative power of transient frames in speaker recognition, we can investigate the tradeoff in speed-up rates that result from DMFCC-SS, with speaker verification equal error rates that result from representatives of each segment. We use a Universal Background Model -Gaussian Mixture Model (UBM-GMM) as a baseline system. The proposed speed-up algorithm, working in the pre-processing stage, performs well while having no computational load compared to the main GMM system. Experimental results show the superior performance of this pre-processing method in comparison with other algorithms working in the pre-processing stage of a UBM-GMM system.
INTRODUCTION
A commonly used baseline system in speaker recognition is based on Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) in a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) framework [1] . Such a system is used to measure the effectiveness of novel features in modeling approaches. A popular method for speaker verification is to model the speakers with the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) based on the maximumlikelihood (ML) criterion, which has been shown to outperform several other existing techniques. In the state-ofthe-art GMM based speaker recognition system, speakerdependent GMMs are derived from a speaker-independent universal background model (UBM) by adapting the UBM components with maximum a posteriori (MAP) adaptation using each speaker's personal training data [2] . This method includes a natural hierarchy between the UBM and the personal speaker models; for each UBM Gaussian component, there is a corresponding adapted component in the speaker's personal GMM. In the verification phase, each test vector is scored against all UBM Gaussian components, and a small number (typically 5) of the best scoring components in the corresponding speaker-dependent GMMs are noted. This procedure effectively reduces the amount of needed density computations. We use this verification system with no pre-processing as our baseline system for comparison with the pre-processing algorithm proposed in this paper.
Chan et al. have categorized a four layer scheme for fast GMM computations [3] . These are frame-layer, GMMlayer, Gaussian-layer and component-layer algorithms in their categorization. We wish to take the frame-layer algorithms of this categorization as a reference point. The idea of a speed-up GMM-UBM based system with preprocessing comes mainly from the experiments that McLaughlin et al. [4] performed using three decimation techniques, namely: Fixed Rate decimation, Variable Frame Rate (VFR) decimation and Adaptive Rate decimation. They conclude that fixed and adaptive rate decimation work better than VFR decimation and state that: "this is due to the difficulty in defining an intelligent vector selector requiring a good distance measure and threshold." They also state: "intelligent vector selection like VFR may have potential for improved performance with frame reduction over simple fixed decimation." They reach EER degradation of less than I% absolute with a decimation factor of 10.
Louradour et al. [5] , [6] examine the efficiency of the segmentation algorithm proposed by Obrecht [7] in a speaker verification task. They use one of the four procedures called Kullback divergence. All four procedures require statistical speech-based models that must be trained and evaluated during the automatic speech segmentation phase. They use the segmentation algorithm in [5] in which a weight is allocated to each frame as a function of its segment position, after which a weighted mean of the likelihood ratios is computed. Their experiments show that the frames nearer to the segment boundaries - ones -are more speaker relevant than the middle frames of long segments, which correspond to the steady state parts of the phones. They state that: "Such a result confirms that the derivatives of the cepstral coefficients may be more informative than the cepstral coefficients themselves." By using Kullback divergence segmentation, Louradour et al. [6] examine four fast scoring systems that retain just the first frame, the last frame, the closest frame to the middle, and a randomly chosen frame, all of which are extracted from among the segments marked as speech. Their experiments show that the two systems that use only the first and last frames as representative of each segment outperform the others. By combining these two systems, they build a third system that computes a score from all transient frames located close to segment boundaries. They show that scoring that depends only on transient frames leads roughly to the same performance as taking every frame into account. Moreover, by using transient frames, they achieve results three times faster than baseline with minor degradation. Additionally, they show in another experiment that adding middle-frame scores does not improve performance.
Recently, Kinnunen et al. [8] , as part of their work, compare four pre-quantization, frame-layer algorithms, namely, Averaging, Decimation, Random sub-sampling, and Clustering based. He showed that the clustering based algorithm outperformed the others. Drawing on these methodologies, we propose a segmentation algorithm based on Delta MFCC coefficients that is simpler and less complex than those in [6] . To show the effectiveness of our algorithm we use two systems. One exploits the closest frame to the middle of a segment, and the other exploits the first and last frames of a segment. We then compare the performance of these systems with Fixed rate decimation, Variable Frame Rate decimation and clustering based quantization. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the proposed segmentation algorithm is described in detail. In Section 3 the computer simulation and experimental results are presented. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
SEGMENTATION AND SEGMENT REPRESENTATION
The proposed segmentation algorithm, termed delta-MFCC based speech segmentation (DMFCC-SS), uses the norm of the delta-MFCC vector to detect spectral changes. work. We use frames of 23 milliseconds length with 50% overlap between consecutive frames. Twelve dimensional MFCC vectors plus 12 AMFCC vectors are used as feature vectors after discarding the Oth MFCC.
Owing to the inherent normalization found within the DMFCC-SS algorithm, the thresholds for the algorithm were varied from 0.1 to 5.0 in steps of 0.2. Performance was evaluated for both first and last frame representation as well as for middle frame representation. However for fixed rate decimation only the first frame of a segment was selected as representative and we examined orders 2 through 20. For variable frame rate (VFR) decimation standardized Euclidean distance was chosen as a distance metric, using the inverse of each coordinate in the sum of squares weighted by the sample variance of that coordinate. Thresholds for VFR varied from 10 to 250 in steps of 10. For the clustering cases we used orders of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 for K-means clustering as a type of Linde-BuzoGray (LBG) algorithm.
Evaluation measure
The evaluation of the speaker verification system is based on detection error tradeoff (DET) curves, which show the tradeoff between false alarm (FA) and false rejection (FR) errors. We also used the detection cost function (DCF) defined in [9] :
where Ptarget is the a priori probability of target tests with Ptarget =0.01 and the specific cost factors Cm,iss =10 and Cfa =I.
Experimental Results
Our evaluation of the results is presented in terms of Equal Error Rates (EER), minimization of the Decision Cost Function (min DCF), and the speed-up factor. These are compared with the baseline system in which all frames are scored. (See Figs. 3-7) .
The results show that EER rates and min DCF generally exceed baseline for all best-case decimation algorithms, but are slightly below baseline for the best-cases of our DMFCC-SS algorithm. With MID representative, and IV-307 threshold=0.5, we achieved a minimum EER=3.81% and min DCF=0.03739, and both of them were below the baseline system rate. In the case of FSTLST representative, and threshold=1.7, we reach a minimum EER=3.88% and min DCF=0.03736. We have a speed-up factor of 3.2 and 4.2 for systems using MID and LSTFST representatives for the mentioned threshold without performance loss. Moreover, even with the additional speed up we actually observe improved performance. Our experiments confirm the observation in Louradour et al. [6] that the discriminative power of transient frames exceeds that of middle or randomly selected frames. Our results, however, show improvement over theirs in two respects. First, we achieve better scores than baseline systems. This implies that our proposed segmentation algorithm is an effective one for speaker recognition and that the results should extend to speaker identification and speaker verification/authentication.
Moreover, the effectiveness of the algorithm may have ramifications for speech recognition as well. Secondly, the behavior of the MID representative system is an improvement over the randomly selected frame system in that it works better than the baseline system for several threshold values.
Finally, if we compare all algorithms for typical speedup rates a little less than 6 we get the results shown in Table 1 , which show that both DMFCC-SS systems, MID and FSTLST, outperform their competitors at these speedup rates.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a novel speech segmentation algorithm for speaker recognition is proposed and a comparison of the performance of this segmentation algorithm as a decimation tool with other decimation algorithms is made. By using this 
